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(Received February 5, 1975) 
This is a continuation of the author's work on the ideal-theoretic properties and 
the structure of commutative semigroups in a series of papers, [2], [4], [6], [7] and 
[9]. For non-commutative semigroups the relation between maximal ideals and the 
existence of idempotents was established only for left cancellative semigroups [8]. 
But in the first section of this paper we could prove these results for commutative 
semigroups which are not necessarily cancellative semigroups. In [2], we have 
established several equivalent characterizations of cancellative chained monoids. 
In sections 2 and 3 we obtain some characterizations of arbitrary chained semigroups. 
We also develop the ideal theory of Noetherian semigroups. Tamura's concentric 
condition {x"'S = П for every x in a semigroup S) in [11] happens to be a very 
important concept and some classes of chained semigroups could be characterized 
completely by this property. Even Noetherian cancellative semigroups have this 
intrinsic property. This is the subject matter of the Sections 2 and 3. About the 
structure theory the important theorems in this paper are Theorems 1.5, 2.3, 2.4, 
2.10 and 3.6. Throughout this paper all our semigroups are commutative. We refer 
the reader to [1] and in particular [7] for all the definitions and the theory of primary, 
prime, maximal ideals and radical of an ideal, etc. We treat the semigroup S itself 
as a prime ideal and call all prime ideals different from S as proper prime ideals. 
We recall from [7], that the radical of an ideal ^ of a semigroup S, denoted by sjA, 
is the intersection of all prime ideals that contain A and if A is not contained in any 
proper prime ideal, then .^A == S. Also ^A = [x e S : x"* e A for some integer n]. 
00 
If a is an element in a semigroup S, then aS^ = a и aSßnd f) a^S = a'^S. If A is 
00 i = 1 
an ideal of S, then A"^ = f) A\ A maximal ideal M of S is trivial if S\M contains 
only one element. S is called Noetherian if every ascending chain of ideals terminates 
n 
at a finite stage or equivalently every ideal is of the form [J aiS^. M* denotes the 
intersection of all maximal ideals and Z denotes the set of all non-cancellable elements, 
which can be verified easily to be a prime ideal of S. A prime ideal P is called a mini-
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mal prime divisor of an ideal Aif A с P and there exists no prime ideal Q such that 
A < Q < F (here " < " denotes the proper inclusion). Monoids are those semigroups 
containing identity. If S is a cancellative monoid, then it admits a group К of quotients 
and if X E S, x~^ denotes the inverse of x in K. 
1. MAXIMAL IDEALS AND IDEMPOTENTS 
1.1. Proposition. / / a semigroup S satisfies any one of the following conditions, 
then it contains idempotents: 
/) S is a globally idempotent semigroup with maximal ideals; 
a) S contains maximal ideals such that each one of which is trivial. 
Proof. If M is a maximal ideal in a globally idempotent semigroup, then M is 
a prime ideal [10; 73]. So, if a e S\ M, then a^ e S\M and hence S = M и a и 
u öS = M u a^ u a^'S. Thus a e a^S^, which implies the existence of an idem-
potent, (ii) is evident from (i) since maximal ideals which are not trivial are prime [З]. 
1.2. Corollary. Any cancellative globally idempotent semigroup with maximal 
ideals contains an identity. 
Proof. By condition (i) of 1.1, S contains an idempotent, say e. Then for any x e5, 
ex = e^x and xe = xe^' and so x = ^x = xe since S is cancellative. Thus e is the 
identity of S, 
1.3. Proposition. Let S be an Archimedean semigroup. Then an ideal is maximal 
iff it is trivial, and S has no maximal ideals if S = S^. 
Proof, If M is a trivial ideal, then evidently M is a maximal ideal. Suppose that M 
is a non-trivial maximal ideal. Then S\M contains an idempotent e, by 1.1. We 
claim now that M is a prime ideal, which contradicts the Archimedean property 
that the only prime ideal is the whole semigroup itself [5; 148]. Suppose xy e M 
with X, y Ф M. Then M и x и xS = M и y KJ yS = M и eS. This implies x = 
= ex = (je) X e M, which is a contradiction. The second part follows from the fact 
that maximal ideals are prime if S = S^ (by [10]). 
1.4. Proposition. For the following semigroups S containing maximal ideals, 
we have S ф S^ and S^ = M*. 
i) S has no idempotents. 
/f) S is an Archimedean semigroup. 
Proof. Assume (i). Then by condition (i) of 1.1, S Ф iS .̂ By condition (ii) of 1.1, 
every maximal ideal is trivial. So, if M is a maximal ideal, then S = M KJ a, a ф M 
and афЗ"" and S^ = MS и aS. Since a ф S\ aS ^ M and hence S^ £ M. Thus. 
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S^- я M*. Conversely, let ^еМ*. Then 1ф5\1. Hence îeS^. To prove (ii), we 
observe by 1.3 that S ^ S^. Now if x e S^ and x ф M*, then there exists a maximal 
ideal M not containing x and by 1.3, M = S\x with x ф S^, which is a contradiction. 
Thus S^ Ç M*. Clearly, д; G M* impHes x ф S\x and hence x G S^. 
1.5. Theorem. Let S be a semigroup with S ^ Z. Then the following are equi­
valent: 
i) Every proper prime ideal is maximal. 
ii) S is a cancellative Archimedean semigroup not containing an identity, or S 
is an extension of an Archimedean semigroup by a group and S contains an 
identity, or S is a group. 
Proof, (i) => (ii). If S contains an identity and if S is not a group, then S contains 
a unique maximal ideal M, which is also the unique prime ideal by virtue of the 
hypothesis. Then yj{a KJ aS) = M for every a e M. Then for Ь G M, we have b"* = a 
or b" — as, SE S for some positive integer n. Thus b'*'^^EaM, Hence M is an 
Archimedean subsemigroup. Clearly 5 \ M is a group. Assume now that S does not 
contain an identity. If Z Ф П, then there exists a cancellable element b since Z Ф S. 
Since Z is a prime ideal and hence maximal, we have 
Z и b и bS = S =: Z и b^ Kj b^S . 
Therefore b = b^ or b = b^s for some s e S, which implies that S contains a cancel­
lable idempotent and hence S contains an identity, which is a contradiction. Thus 
Z = D- Clearly S does not contain idempotents. We assert now that S has no proper 
prime ideals, which impHes that S is Archimedean [5; 148]. Let P be a proper 
prime ideal. Then P u xS^ = S = P и x^'S^, where x ф P. This proves, as above, 
the existence of an idempotent. 
(ii) => (i). If S contains an identity and S is an extension of an Archimedean 
semigroup M by a group G, then clearly M is the maximal ideal of S. Then the 
Archimedean property of M forces that M is the unique prime ideal of S. The other 
cases are trivial. 
A commutative semigroup S is called a ^-semigroup if A is an ideal of S with 
^A = S, then A = S. For any semigroup S, if T= {aeS\ V(«5'^) Ф S}, then it 
can be verified easily that T is a prime ideal. Moreover S\T is an Archimedean 
subsemigroup. For, if a, b e S\T, -,J[aS^) = .yJ^bS^) — S. Hence b" = a or b" = as 
for some s e S and for some positive integer n. Hence fo""^^ G a(S\ T). Since Tis 
a prime ideal, similarly there exists a positive integer m such that a*""̂ ^ G b ( S \ Г). 
We note that in ^-semigroups any proper ideal is contained in a proper prime ideal. 
In the following we show the importance of this class of semigroups. 
1.6. Theorem. A semigroup S is a ^-semigroup iff S has at least one proper 
prime ideal and if {P^} /5 the set of all proper prime ideals, then x и xS = S 
for every x E S\ {JP^, or S is a group. 
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Proof. Let S be a ^-semigroup, which is not a group. If S has no proper prime 
ideals, then ^(a u ciS) = S" for every a e S. This implies a KJ aS = S and hence S 
is a group. So assume that S has proper prime ideals. Then for any a e S\ [JP^, 
-sj{a u aS) = S since a does not belong to any proper prime ideal. Thus a и aS = S. 
Conversely, if A is an ideal different from S and if x e Л \ U^a? ^^^^ x KJ xS = 
= S ^ A. Hence A £ \JP^ and thus ^A Ф 5. Hence S is a ^-semigroup. 
L7. Theorem. 7"/ie following are equivalent on a semigroup S with maximal 
ideals: 
i) S = S\ 
a) s is a '^U-semigroup, or S has a unique maximal ideal which is prime. 
Proof. (i)=>(ii)- Let T = [a : ^(aS^) Ф S}. If T = D, then for every a e S, 
^y(aS^) = S and so S has not proper prime ideals. But maximal ideals are prime 
by [10]. Hence this case is inadmissible. If Т ф S, then T i s the unique maximal 
ideal. For, let M be any maximal ideal. Since S = S^, M is a, prime ideal and so 
^M = M. Now if аеМ\Т, then S = ^{a и aS) ç ^M = M. Thus M ^T 
and so M = Г. The only other possibility is Г = 5", in which case S is a ^-semigroup. 
(ii) => (i). Since -^{S^) = S, we must have S = S^' if S is a, ^-semigroup. The 
second assumption imphes that 5 = S^ by Schwarz's result [10]. 
2. CHAINED SEMIGROUPS 
A commutative semigroup is said to be a chained semigroup if its ideals are 
linearly ordered by set inclusion. Chained semigroups need not have maximal ideals 
as can be seen in the semigroup S = (x^, X2,...}, where x̂ Xy == x^x^ = x^^i^ajy 
But if they have maximal ideals, they must have a unique maximal ideal only. 
2.1. Theorem. For a chained semigroup S, the following are true: 
00 
/') / / P is a prime ideal, then P = f) x"P for every x ф P» 
n = i 
ii) For any ideal A, ^JA is a prime ideal. 
Hi) A = {a e S : a^S = П} is a prime ideal or empty, 
iv) If S has no idempotents, then for any a e S, a^S = П, or a^S is a prime 
ideal. Also if S is a cancellative semigroup with an identity, then for every 
non-unit a, a^S = O, or a^S is a prime ideal. 
Proof, (i) is evident because, if x ф P, then for every positive integer n, x"^ фР 
CO 
and so P Ç x"S^ This implies P = x"P, so that P = (\ x^P. (ii) follows from the 
« = i 
fact that in chained semigroups, every ideal can have at most one minimal prime 
divisor and so ^JA is a prime ideal for every ideal A. (iii) follows from a direct 
verification. To prove (iv), let a'^S ф П and xy e a'^S with x,y ф a^S. Then x ф a"^S 
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and y ф а"S for some positive integers m and n. Hence we may assume both x and 
j ; Ф a"S^ for some n. Then a''S ^ xS and a"5 e yS and a"^" = a^\ a^" G (xy) S^ с 
£ a^^S, which implies the existence of an idempotent. The proof of the last part is 
similar to the above. 
2.2. Theorem. For a chained semigroup S with S ф S^, the following are true: 
i) S = X и xS = S^ и X, X Ф S^ and S^ = xS is the unique maximal ideal. 
ii) If аф x^S, then a = x" for n > 1. If a e x^S, then a = x" for some positive 
integer r, or a = x"s„ and s„ e x'^S for every positive integer n. / / S ф Z, 
then every element in x'^S is of the form x**. 
Hi) If S Ф Z, then x is a cancellable element and x^S is a prime ideal, or empty. 
iv) S \ x''S = {x, x\ ...} or 5 \ x^S = {x, x^ ..., x**}. 
Proof, (i) S \ 5 ^ contains only one element, say x, since ideals are comparable 
and S \ X is a maximal ideal. By chained condition, S^' ^ x и xS and hence S^ = xS. 
Therefore 5 = S ^ u x = x u xS. 
(ii) Let a ф x^S. Since x ф S^', a Ф x. Since a e xS, we must have a e x'*'~^S \ x"S 
for some positive integer n. Therefore a = x"~^s, s e xS^ and so a = x". If a e x^S, 
then a = x"Sn for every positive integer n. If some s,- ф x'^S, from the above, Si = x^ 
for some positive integer r and hence a is of the required form. 
(iii) If X is a non-cancellable element, then S = x и xS ^ Z and hence S == Z. 
Now let a, b Ф x'^S with ab e x^S, By (ii), a = x" and b = x"" for some positive 
integers n and m. Therefore x"^'"Gx'''iS and so x"'^'" = x'^^'^^^s for some seS. 
Since X is cancellable, we have x = x^s e S^, which is a contradiction. 
(iv) Suppose that x** is the least power contained in x'^S. Then x" G X^S for all 
n > r and so S\x'^S contains x, x^, ..., x**. Thus S\x'^S == {x, x^, ..., x**} by (ii). 
If no power of X is in x^S, as above, S \ x'^S = {x, x^, . . . } . 
Now we provide some structure theorems for chained semigroups. Firstly we shall 
prove a result which is of independent interest. 
2.3. Theorem. The following are equivalent on a semigroup S = x u xS, x e S: 
i) S = {x,x^. . .} . 
ii) S is a Noetherian canceUative semigroup with x ф xS. 
Hi) S is a Noetherian canceUative semigroup with no idempotents. 
iv) a^S = [J for every a e S. 
Proof, (i) => (ii) => (iii) is trivial. 
(iii) => (iv). Let b e a'^S. Then b = a'si for some ŝ  e S, which implies 5̂  = a^^^^ 
for every i, by cancellation property. By Noetherian condition the chain s^S^ с 
^ S2S^ £ ... terminates. So s„S^ = s„+iS^. Hence 5„ = ^̂ „+î  = V^ ^"d so st is an 
idempotent, which is a contradiction. 
(iv) => (i). Let a Ф x" for any n. Then a = xs^ = x^52 = ... . Thus a e x'^S = Q^ 
which is a contradiction. 
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Combining the result (i) of 2.2 and 2.3, we have: 
2.4 Theorem. Let S be a chained semigroup with S 4= S^, Then the following 
are equivalent: 
i) S = {x, x^, . . . } , where x e S\S^, 
a) S is a cancellative semigroup without idempotents. 
Hi) a^'S — П for every a e S. 
2.5. Theorem. Let S be a chained semigroup. Then S is an Archimedean semi­
group with no idempotents iff a^^S = П for every a e S. 
Proof. Suppose a'^S Ф Щ for some aeS, Then by 2.1, a'^S is a prime ideal 
If S is an Archimedean semigroup without idempotents, then a'^S = S. Hence 
a 6 a^S, which implies that S has idempotents, which is a contradiction. Conversely, 
let a'^S = П for every a e S. This implies that S has no idempotents. Suppose P is 
a prime ideal different from S. There exists an x ^ P. Since ideals are linearly ordered, 
P Я xS^ and hence P = xP, so that P ^ x'^S == Q. Thus S has no proper prime 
ideals, which implies that S is Archimedean. 
2.6. Theorem. Ä cancellative Archimedean chained semigroup is a group if 
a'^S Ф П for some a e S. 
Proof. If S contains an identity, then >S is a group since S is Archimedean. So it 
suffices to show that S has an identity. If S has an idempotent, by the cancellative 
condition, this idempotent is the identity. So assume that S has no idempotents. 
Then by 2.1, a'^S is a non-empty prime ideal and hence a^S = 5 by Archimedean 
property. Thus S contains idempotents as in the proof of 2.5, which is a contradiction. 
Note. In 2.6, the condition that a'^S ф П for some a e S is essential as can be 
seen in the example S = [x, x^ ^ 
2.7. Theorem. Let S be a chained semigroup containing cancellable elements. 
Then S is a cancellative semigroup if a^S = П for every a e S. The converse is 
true if S is a Noetherian semigroup without idempotents. 
Proof. Clearly, if Z ф П, then Z Ç aS^ for every cancellable element a. Since Z 
is a prime ideal, we must have Z = aZ and hence Z Ç a'^S = П. Suppose that S 
is a Noetherian cancellative semigroup without idempotents. Let a^S ф П for 
some a. Then by 2.1, a^'^S is a prime ideal. No power of a belongs to a^S since other­
wise a" E a^'^S implies a" = ^""^^6 for some b e S and hence a — ab, which implies b 
is an idempotent. Now x G a'^S implies x = a'si, Si e S. Since S is cancellative, we 
have Si = as^^-^. Also every Sj G a'^S since a' ф a'^S and a'^S is a prime ideal. Because 
of the non-existence of idempotents Si ф 5, + 1. By Noetherian condition the chain 
SJLS^ Ç S2S^ Ç ... terminates. Hence SiS^ = s^+^S^ which implies 5^+i = s.+ i?, 
t e S and thus an idempotent exists, which is a contradiction. 
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We observe now that the converse of 2.7 without Noetherian condition depends 
on a new concept, which we develop here. Moreover we characterize the chained 
semigroups with identity enjoying this property. 
If S is a commutative monoid (semigroup with identity) with a unique maximal 
ideal M and if S contains some cancellable non-units, then К — [ajb : a, b e S, 
Ь 6 S \ Z} is a commutative monoid containing an isomorphic copy of S, called the 
quotient monoid S. If ajb, cjdeK, then ajb = cjd iff adu = bcv for some units 
u, ve S. The almost integral closure of S in К is the set, {x G X [ rx" e S for some 
cancellable element reS and for every n]. An element XEK is said to be almost 
n 
integral over S if there exists a finite of elements x^, X2, ..., x^ of К such that U XiS 
contains all powers of x. 
2.8. Proposition. The almost integral closure of S in К is the set of all almost 
integral elements of К over S. 
n 
Proof. If X is an almost integral element of К over S, then x̂  e (J r^/s^S for all 
i=i 
positive integers t, where r̂ -, 5,- e S, such that s/s are cancellable. Set s = s^S2 • •. s„. 
Then sx^ e S, where 5 is cancellable. Thus x belongs to the almost integral closure 
of S. Conversely, if x is in the almost integral closure of S, then rx" e S for every 
positive integer n and for some cancellable element r. Hence s has an inverse in K, 
say r~^ and so x" e r~^iS for every n. Therefore x is almost integral over S. 
S is said to be almost integrally closed if the almost integral closure of S in X 
is S itself. 
2.9. Theorem. / / S is an almost integrally closed monoid, then for every non-unit 
X in S, every element in x^'^S is a non-cancellable element. Furthermore if S is 
cancellative, then x"'S = П. 
Proof. Let г G x'^S. Then г = x"s„, 5,, G S. If x is cancellable, then r(x"^)" G S for 
every n which implies that r is not cancellable since otherwise x"^ G iS by the property 
of almost integral closedness of S and this contradicts that x is a non-unit. Hence 
we must have xy = xz for some y, z e S and y ^ z. Then, since r = xs for some 
5 G iS, we have xys = xzs and so ry = rz. Thus г is non-cancellable. 
2.10. Theorem. Let S be a cancellative chained monoid with a unique maximal 
ideal M. Then the following are equivalent: 
/) S is almost integrally closed, 
ii) M is the only prime ideal. 
///) S is an extension of an Archimedean semigroup by a group. 
Proof, (i) => (ii). Let б be a prime ideal ФМ. If x G M \ g, then x" ^ Q and hence 
Q Я x'^S. But by 2.9 x''S = D . Thus M is the only prime ideal. 
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(ii) => (iii). Let M be the only prime ideal of S. Then for x, y e M, we have 
yJ{xS) = ^{yS) — M and hence for some n y" e xS, i.e., >'"'̂ ^ G X J S Ç M. Thus M 
is an Archimedean semigroup and clearly S \ M is a group. 
(ii) => (i). Let xeK\S and rx" G S for all positive integers n and for some r e S. 
By a property of cancellative chained monoids, which are called Prüfer monoids 
in [2], we have the inverse of x, namely, x"^ G S, If (x" )̂"^^ -S ф П, then it is a prime 
ideal by 2.1 and hence by hypothesis (x~^)'^iS = M, which implies x"^ = x"^5 
for some se S and x = seS, a contradiction. Thus we have ( x ~ ^ ) ^ 5 = D-
Then for any r e S, there exists a positive integer n such that rS ф (x~^)" S, Hence 
rx" Ф S for some n, which is a contradiction. Thus S is almost integrally closed. 
(iii) => (ii). Let SJA be a group, with A being an Archimedean semigroup. Clearly A 
is a maximal ideal. Since A is an Archimedean semigroup, it can be verified easily 
that A is a prime ideal. 
3. NOETHERIAN SEMIGROUPS 
As in commutative ring theory, one can show easily that in Noetherian semigroups 
every ideal is an intersection of finite number of primary ideals. We study in this 
section characterizations of Noetherian semigroups satisfying some prescribed 
properties. 
3.1. Lemma. Let A be a finitely generated ideal of a semigroup S. If A == AB 
for some ideal В and if a e Л, then a = ab for some b e B. 
Proof. Let {xi, X2,..., x,J be a minimal set of generators of A, i.e., Xj ф XjS for 
/ Ф j . Then Xi u XiS = (xi и x^S) В = [JxiB. Let a e A. И a = x ,̂ x^ G xß since 
X,- Ф XjS for / Ф j . Hence a = ab for some b e B. Similarly if a e x^S, we have the 
desired result. 
3.2. Lemma. Let S be a semigroup containing no idempotents except perhaps 
the identity 1. If P is a finitely generated prime ideal contained properly in xS 
for some xeS and xS Ф S, then P does not contain any concellable element. 
Also if A is a finitely generated ideal containing a cancellable element, then A ф AB 
for any proper ideal B. 
Proof. Clearly P < xS implies P = x''P. If 0 is a cancellable element in P, then 
as in 3.1, a = ab, b exS and so ab = ab-^ and b = b^, which leads to a contradic­
tion. Similar observation proves the second part. 
3.3. Proposition. Let A be a finitely generated ideal and let В = A"" such that 
AB = C\Qx, where Q^ are primary ideals. Then AB — В. 
Proof. It suffices to show that В £ AB, i.e., В Я: Qx for every л. Let ^/Q^ = P^-
Clearly Рд is a prime ideal. If Л ф P, then В с g^ since AB ^ Q^. Let A ç P^. 
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Since A = (J x^S, x^ e P^ = \/QÄ for / = 1, 2, ..., n. Then x-' e оя for f := 1̂  2 n 
If m = max (rj, Г2, ..., r j ; then Л" с Q .̂ But Б с Л", so that В с Q^. 
3.4. Theorem. Le^ S be a Noetherian semigroup without idempotents except 
perhaps identity. Then for any ideal A, A'" Я Z, and A'" = [J if S is cancellative. 
Proof. If Л^ = D, then trivially A'" ^ Z. If A"" Ф П, then by 3.3, AA"" = A'' 
and hence by 3.2, A"^ does not contain any cancellable element. The other part is 
evident. 
3.5. Theorem. Let S be a Noetherian monoid with a unique maximal ideal 
M = mS for some m e S. Then the following are true. 
i) If xeM, then x = m''u, и unit, or x e M'" with x = mxs. 
a) P ^ M^ for every prime ideal P. 
Hi) M " /5 a prime ideal if S has no idempotents except 1. 
iv) If Z Ф M, Z = M^. 
v) If S is cancellative, then S is a direct product N x G, where N is the additive 
semigroup of all non-negative integers and G is an abelian group. 
Proof, (i) Let xeM. Then x = mt^, ti e S. If ti is not a unit, then t^ = mt2 
and so X = m^t2- Proceeding in this manner we have either x = m%, tf. being a unit, 
or X = m"tn for n — 1, 2, ... . Hence in the second case x e M"̂ . Since the chain 
t^S^ Ç 2̂-̂ ^ ^ . . . terminates, we have tß^ = t„ + ^^ for some n. This implies 
nf^t^ = m"t^s = XS for some s and hence m"f„ = mxs and so x = mxs. 
(ii) is trivial, (iii) and (iv) can be deduced easily from (i). To prove (v), observe 
X = mxs is inadmissible for any x. Thus every non-unit is of the form m''u, и being 
a unit. Hence every element of S can be identified with (7% w), where r E N and 
и e S\M = G, which is a group. 
3.6. Theorem. The following are equivalent on a semigroup S. 
/) S is a Noetherian cancellative chained semigroup. 
a) S is a group, or S = {x, x^, .,.], or S ^ N x G, where N is the additive 
semigroup of non-negative integers and G is an abelian group. 
Proof, (i) => (ii). Let S contain an identity and 5 be not a group. Then 5 has 
a unique maximal ideal M. By condition (i), we must have M = x и xS. By virtue 
of 3.5, for proving S к N X G it suffices to show M'"" = D- We note first that S 
has no idempotents except 1. Suppose y e M''^ Then y = xs^. Since xS ^ s^S 
implies that x^ e x'^S, we have x^ = x'^s for some s e S, and so x^'s = 1. Hence 
SyS < x5, i.e., 5, = XS2. Because of the non-existence of idempotents, we have 
5iS < S2S with S2S < xS. Proceeding in this manner we obtain a non-terminating 
strictly ascending chain of ideals s^S < S2S < ..., which contradicts the Noetherian 
condition. Now suppose that S does not have an identity. Since 5 is a Noetherian 
chained semigroup, S = x и xS for some x e S. Then by 2.3, the result follows, 
(ii) => (i) is trivial. 
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